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Spring...
Butts Close has been waiting, like us all, for
the weather to turn. And now it’s here,
greening and budding, with children
playing in the sun and more warm days
promised.
We can also see the benefit of the work by
the Countryside Management Service
(CMS) over the winter months. Their
volunteers have worked along the borders,
coppicing and pruning, and trimming back
the vegetation. The most obvious changes
are around the pond. After the
contractors removed the silt, the whole
area has been refurbished and will no
doubt sprout anew as the year progresses.
We had suggested that the spoil could be
banked on the south edge of the pond to
form a berm, but there was less silt than
expected, and it has been spread neatly
around the pond edge and seeded.
The other change of course was the
installation of the interpretation boards, one by the pond and one at each entrance to the Close.
Friends of Butts Close get credits on the boards for some of the research and for some of the photos.
In fact, the production of the boards and the whole Greenspace Action Plan are testament to a
positive collaboration between NHDC, CMS and ourselves.
That Plan includes a Vision Statement. It carries or implies a set of values which guides the Action
Plan, and which should also serve to guide any decisions regarding its future. For that reason it is
reproduced overleaf.
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VISION STATEMENT
The aim of this Greenspace Action Plan is to maintain and enhance Butts Close as a popular and wellused green space in Hitchin. Butts Close will provide both recreation and biodiversity for the local
community to be involved with and enjoy.
This will be achieved through the following objectives:
 To provide clear and welcoming access into and throughout the site
 To ensure that visitors to Butts Close feel safe and able to enjoy the site at all times
 To ensure the standard of maintenance is maintained and relevant
 To ensure ongoing costs are sustainable and secure external funding for capital works
 To protect and enhance the biodiversity and heritage of the site
 To support and encourage community involvement at Butts Close
 To promote awareness and interest in Butts Close

Some of these objectives have already borne fruit:

Bringing back the Archers...
The dramatic image of the Mediaeval Archer on the
boards prompted one Friend of Butts Close to
suggest that perhaps archery could be reintroduced, and he put us in touch with the
International Longbow Archers Association. After
some correspondence, an ILAA member visited the
Close with some of us and has suggested that next
year an archery event could be hosted here, and
might then become a regular fixture1. This would
indeed be protecting and enhancing the heritage of
the site.
That prompted a bit more research into how Butts Close may have helped train our archer warriors,
resulting in a summary of the conflicts in which Hitchin men played a part. This is appended.

Protecting the Common Land...
All Friends of Butts Close have been circulated with the documentation 2 concerning the Council’s
application for consent to build a tarmac road upon the Close, our formal objections, and the
Council’s amended application – now including a fence, which we believe will in effect create an
1

For those of you wanting more details, this would be a ‘Clout Shoot’ - general information can be found on
the ILAA website http://www.longbow-archers-association.org/ or just Google it.
2
The original application by NHDC, the letters of objection from FoBC and Hitchin Forum, and the amended
application by NHDC can all be viewed at http://www.hitchinforum.org.uk/butts-close-car-park-plan/
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enclosure of that section of the common. The Planning Inspectorate have decided to hold an inquiry
into the application, and we are now waiting for them to set a date. It will be an interesting
meeting...
I feel very strongly about this, as many others do, and I decided to gather my own thoughts into a
short piece.

A Personal View
No doubt we each have many reasons to keep and to enjoy Butts Close. It gives a breathing
space close to the town. It gives sanctuary to wildlife. It is dynamic - a gentle home to gulls and
others one week, a raucous, shimmering funfair the next. It’s a space to let off steam and race
around, whether you’re a six year old, or a pair of young collies. It’s a place for family picnics and
games. It’s also a place for protests, marches and parades.
What I’ve come to appreciate recently is that it has been offering this richness for centuries. It
has been a place for sports and pastimes since the fourteenth century, at least. It is where
archers practised and competed, before joining the armies of the Tudor kings. It has been
touched by the endeavours of generations, and it offers a history of English life no less than any
edifice of brick or stone.
We list and protect castles, manors and churches because they stand to connect us with our
roots. We ensure their integrity: to take a stone from an Abbey or brick from a mediaeval
cottage would be unthinkable. Why? Remove one single stone, and it will not fall down. But by
that act we would diminish its value as a link to that heritage for us and, importantly, for the
generations that will come after us, and we would view such an act as disrespectful.
Butts Close is not listed like a castle, but it surely connects with just as much of our history, and
for me it is no less deserving of protection and respect. That is why I oppose the sacrifice of one
single piece of its common land.
Tony Riley

Some other events
Andrew Mills, NHDC, has advised us of the following bookings so far this year:
1- 7 May
8 – 22 May
1 – 9 July

Circus Fantasia will be returning
Thurston’s Funfair will be on site between these dates. These are the booked days
however, and they will not be running the funfair for that period
Scouts and others have booked the Close for various activities
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Hitchin’s Big Tidy-up
Hitchin Forum has organised the Hitchin-wide Big Spring Clean for Sunday 7th May, which for us fits
well with the activities above – just!! As usual, we’ll meet at 10am by the pond, pickers and bags at
the ready.

...and Finally
Q:

“Why is it so easy to fool the birds on Butts Close?”

A:

“Because they are gullible!”

(Leila, age 7)

Tony Riley
for
FoBC
29 March 2017
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Appendix
A Summary History of Longbow Archery on Butts Close3
The first documented reference to the name comes from the will of John Sturgeon, King’s
Munitioner, made on 20 June 1492. This records 4 ‘I bequeith towardes the reparations of the
Lane leding from the Tilehouse Strete unto the buttes £10 So that the same Lane shalbe repaired
with stones wele and sufficiently’. As Tilehouse Street runs east-west, the lane mentioned would
most likely follow the path of what is now Old Park Road, running due north to Butts Close.
This King’s Munitioner would no doubt have had particular interest in this place where
competent archery could be achieved. But it is clear that Hitchin furnished archers well before
1492, and we may presume that many would have benefitted from both sport and military
practice on Butts Close. Thus in The History of Hitchin by Reginald Hine5 may be found the
following records:
1332 - Hitchin town dispatched three archers to aid Edward Baliol in his claim to the
Kingdom of Scotland, and that they fought in the decisive Battle of Perth.
1337 – All the bows and arrows in the hands and custody of the workmen of the town were
purchased for the King’s use, and delivered to John de Thorpe, King’s clerk, for urgent use in
the war with Ireland.
1415 – Several of the inhabitants of Hitchin Hundred fought as gentlemen-at-arms or
archers in Sir Walter Hungerford’s Company at Agincourt6.
1452 – A crowd of Hitchin men (evidence of the number varies from 63 to 200) including
archers were gathered to support their Lord of the Manor, the Duke of York, as he
confronted King Henry VI’s men near Dartford, Kent. His forces were outnumbered and his
challenge melted away7.
1487 – Ten archers were sent by Hitchin Town to aid King Henry VII in suppressing the
rebellion designed to supplant him with the impostor Lambert Simnel.
1508 – 52 Hitchin men served in the war against Scotland under Sir Thomas Lovell. It is not
known whether any archers were among them.

3

I am indebted to Bridget Howlett, Hitchin Historical Society, for editing this Appendix and correcting the
errors of both Reginald Hine and myself.
4 PRO/TNA PROB11/9 and Hine R, History of Hitchin, E T Moore, 1927. Vol I, p 279. Corrections by BH.
5
Op cit Vol II, pp412-416. Corrections by BH.
6
Hitchin Hundred was an administrative area attached to the Manor, extending to the villages surrounding the
town. There is no clear evidence that any archer from Hitchin Town served at Agincourt, and thus was likely to
have practiced on Butts Close. See the results of the Agincourt 600 project at www.medievalsoldier.org.
7
Bridget Howlett’s detailed paper on this incident was published in the Hitchin Historical Society Journal in
2015. Bridget also went back to the original Latin text for us to confirm that there were archers in this Hitchin
group.
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1544 – Ten Hitchin men served under John Pulter to take part in the capture of Boulogne.
Again, it is not known whether any archers were among them.
1577 – John of Hitchin was ordered to furnish for the wars in the Netherlands ‘twelve hable
and sufficient persons, being of agilitie and honest of behaviour between the age of 19 and
51 yeres, which are fit to be trained for harquebus shott, everye one of them havynge a
morrion [helmet], a sword and a dagger and a caliver [a type of arquebus] with sufficient
furniture and powder for the same’. In the same year, the Certificate of Musters in the
County of Hertford includes a return of 234 able men from Hitchin Half-Hundred, together
with an assortment of weaponry and armour including 26 longbows and 26 sheaves of
arrows.
This last entry reflects the shift in military reliance upon the longbow towards the increasing use
of firearms. The caliver was an arquebus with a standardised bore, which enabled a faster firing
rate8. The great advantage of these weapons was the relatively short time needed to train
someone to use them with effect – weeks, rather than the years needed to gain military
proficiency with a longbow.
Thus for some 150 years Butts Close played a part in training men to serve as skilled archers in
the armies of the Plantagenet and Tudor kings.

8

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arquebus
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